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Achieve Your Sustainability Goals
Mecho products are designed with rigorous sustainability 
principles to prioritize human and environmental health.

LEED, WELL + Living Building Challenge

Third party building standards continue to push the market as a mechanism to improve the 
built environment’s impact on people and the planet. Mecho continues to lead the market in 
sustainability-initiatives including:

Material Health Certificates

Product documentation or 
optimized ingredients to improve 
human and environmental health.

Product Circularity

Cradle to Cradle Certified shade 
systems that minimize landfilling 
and encourage upcycling.

Daylighting

Scalable automated shading systems increase 
daylight accessibility for improved occupancy 
health and reduced energy impacts.

Acoustics

A wide array of shade cloth contain 
NRC values up to .6 that can 
contribute to optimal sound levels.

Biophilia

Printing images and patterns 
which emulate nature are shown 
to reduce occupancy stress.

Touchless Technology

Automation reduces touch points 
by eliminating chains and switches.
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Greenguard | Clean Air 
These certifications comply 
with CDPH v1.2 to help identify 
products and materials that 
improve indoor air quality with 
low VOC emissions. 

Qualified Products

- All Mecho shade cloth
- Mecho/5x, Mecho/5, and 

UrbanShade manual shade systems
- WhisperShade IQ2 AC+DC systems 

(either Greenguard or Clean Air Certification)

HHI Safer Chemicals Program 
Provides hospitals with tools 
and resources to choose 
health care products that are 
free from PVC, formaldehyde, 
antimicrobials, flame retardants, 
and perfluorinated compounds.

Qualified Products

- EcoVeil Sheer shade cloths 

Declare 
A transparency platform and 
product database that helps 
determine compliance with the 
Living Building Challenge.

Qualified Products

- AcoustiVeil, EcoVeil Sheer  
shade cloths

- Mecho/5x, Mecho/5, and UrbanShade 
manual shade systems

BRONZE

REACH 
A regulation of the 
European Union, adopted 
to improve the protection 
of human health and the 
environment from the 
risks that can be posed  
by chemicals.

Qualified Products

- AcoustiVeil, Soho, ThermoVeil, 
Chelsea, EcoVeil, and EuroTwill 
shade cloths  
(shade cloth are also Orthophthalte-free)

Health Product  
Declaration (HPD) 
A transparency standard 
that empowers users to 
make informed decisions 
by understanding the 
health implications of 
materials. 

Qualified Products

- Soho, ThermoVeil, EcoVeil Sheer, 
EuroTwill and Chelsea Blackout 
shade cloths 

Cradle to Cradle 
A prestigious multi-attribute 
certification that encourages 
products to use healthy 
ingredients that can be 
perpetually cycled. 

Cradle to Cradle Certified Products

- EcoVeil shade cloths
- Mecho/5x, Mecho/5, and 

UrbanShade manual shade systems

Material Health Certificate Products

- EcoVeil Sheer, AcoustiVeil, and 
Chelsea Blackout shade cloths
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